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Ode to Springtime Building Projects:
Now has the winter of our kit contents made glorious Spring,
by this ton of Work and all the clouds of balsa dust that lour'd upon our
house is in the deep bosom of the shop-vac buried
Werner Klebert: 1935 - 2013
It is with great sadness that we report that Werner Klebert passed
away on March 8th at St Peter's Hospital in Hamilton.
Werner was a member of SOGGI for many years and had been
able to finish his latest 2M model to be donated to the club for a
raffle to generate funds for SOGGI before he was hospitalized.
A fierce competitor, an extraordinary tactician Werner raised the
level of contests to challenge experts and novice alike. His
knowledge and expertise were shared freely and his historical
recall of past events was amazing.
Werner was a superb builder of planes, a highly skilled pilot and
also a prolific designer of Sailplanes. He was recognized by
MAAC with a Lifetime Achievement Award for his contribution to
the sport in 2012.
There is a great deal of pre-season work going on. New MAAC Safety Documents have been generated
and will be posted on the MAAC web-site shortly. Clarification on the viability of the LSF Cross Country
Tasks has been obtained and the new seasons contests have all been sanctioned.
Any report you may have heard that Wiarton Willie is preparing to move to Venezuela is totally without
foundation. He may be wet and his feet may be cold but he made of sterner stuff than we give him credit
for - he figures he may be safer in the DMZ in the Korean Peninsula.
TASK 2013
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Minutes of the SOGGI Meeting held January 13, 2013 at the Rockton Library
With 15 members and 2 guests in attendance, club president, Ray Munro, called the meeting to order by wishing
everyone a Happy New Year. He welcomed Guy Vanderlaan of Georgetown, a potential new member.
Ray reminded us that Jack Linghorne had forwarded the minutes from our previous meeting to Dick Colley who
ensured that they were emailed to all club members having access to email. Some discussion ensued about two
points in the minutes. Richard Fahey questioned Warren Kelly about the need for labeling equipment in the field. The
story about COGG’s experience with forgotten winch equipment was related as explanation. Werner Hildesheim
asked for clarification about the last statement in the previous minutes. “If the public is invited, we need MAAC
sanction” was the answer.
Andy Meysner moved that the minutes be accepted as submitted by Jack. Werner Hildesheim seconded. Minutes
were approved.
Peter Clarke presented our financial statement. Bank balance as of Dec.31/12 was $4,149.38. During the year of
Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 2012, our expenses totaled $970.94. This compared very favourably with our budgeted amount of
$1,122.00. Peter also passed around photos of the gliders donated by Werner Klebert that are being raffled off at
$10 per ticket and invited everyone to see him afterwards to purchase tickets.
Motion to accept the financial statement was made by Otakar Koprnicky and seconded by Sam Burke. Approved.
Old Business:
Dick Colley reported that Derek Hartwell is in hospital after a fall in his home. It was also reported that Derek had
passed along our Christmas gifts to the field owners. While Les Peer got baskets of chocolates, cheeses & other
non-perishables as gifts for Myron and his family as well as the folks at Green Horizons that were delivered by Ray.
Ray advised us that Green Horizons told him they didn’t know yet which of their fields we’ll be able to fly from this
year. They suggested he check back with them in March.
Ray related the story of a fatal accident in Germany where a fellow RC glider pilot was hit by a slope-soaring
sailplane and killed. Be careful out there!
Ray reminded us that SOGGI membership goes to $50 as of February 1st. It is $45 until then. The extra $5 is a late
penalty.
SOGGI Presentations:
We have five invitations to speak to local power clubs about soaring. Most are covered by volunteers but we need a
presenter for the Cambridge club on Feb. 20.
Bay Area Science & Engineering Fair (BASEF) at Mohawk College – this is a potential venue for us to do possibly
two 10 minute presentations on RC gliders to a captive audience of young, bright kids. Ray Munro volunteered to
stop by Mohawk College and check out the facilities. Dates for the Science Fair are March 20-23.
Contests:
Our proposed contest schedule is a “go”. The COGG contests scheduled in September will likely be canceled or

rescheduled. Contest schedule (revised to delete COGG’s September dates) is here:
2013 CONTEST SCHEDULE
SAT. MAY 11
THU. MAY 23
SAT. MAY 25
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SUN. MAY 26
COGG 2 METER CONTEST
SAT. JUNE 1
SOGGI INTRODUCTION TO RC SAILPLANES WORKSHOP DAY
SAT. JUNE 8
COGG DLG CONTEST
SUN. JUNE 9
COGG OPEN THERMAL DURATION CONTEST
SAT. JUNE 22
SOGGI BUD WALLACE MEMORIALCONTEST (ALES #1)
SAT. JUNE 29SUN. JULY 7
LSF SOARING NATS, MUNCIE, IN
SUN. JULY 14
COGG OPEN THERMAL DURATION CONTEST
SAT. JULY 20
SOGGI OTTO BANDMAN MEMORIAL THERMAL DURATION CONTEST (MOM LSF#1)
SAT. AUG 3
SOGGI 2METER CONTEST
SAT. AUG 17
SOGGI ALES #2 CONTEST
SUN. AUG 25
COGG OPEN THERMAL DURATION CONTEST
SUN. SEPT 1
SOGGI BIG BIRD BASH OPEN THERMAL DURATION CONTEST (MOM LSF#2)
(MOM = Man on Man, ALES = Altitude limited electric sailplane, LSF = League of Silent Flight)

Contest Prizes:
It was agreed that $100 will be given out as prizes at each of our four main contests (2 x ALES and 2 x thermal
duration) as follows:
$50 – First prize
$35 – Second prize
$15 – Third prize
At the CD’s discretion, a fee of $2 - $5 per registrant may be charged and added to the prize money.
Moved by Ann Tekatch and seconded by Ray Munro.
Meeting intermission from 3:10 to 3:40.
New Business:
Ann offered LSF applications to anyone who isn’t already registered with the LSF. She displayed the LSF Canada
decal sheets that were inherited from the last LSF country coordinator and suggested that the decal sheets could be
sold to LSF members for $5 per sheet to help support the LSF operations in Canada.
Ann gave Peter Clarke $290. 34 Canadian cash to deposit to the SOGGI bank account. These funds are to be kept
aside for the operations costs of LSF in Canada. The funds were inherited from the last LSF country coordinator.
Richard Fahey suggested an article be written about the five Canadian Level V LSF members for Model Aviation
Canada magazine. Ann agreed that this was an excellent idea but that, as an article has already been submitted by
her to MAC magazine, it would make a great subject for a future article.
Ed Smith has a box full of old trophies from Werner Klebert that he needs to do something with. He would like to
renovate one as a perpetual trophy for the Bud Wallace memorial event and possibly others for separate classes.
Warren Kelly mentioned that at a recent L zone meeting, someone mentioned that as many events as possible
should be MAAC-sanctioned. These are reported to MAAC’s insurer and help to build up the number of accident free
events.
Richard Fahey reported that Squadron 40 is looking at renewing their charter to maintain MAAC insurance protection
when they use our field.
Andy Meysner asked that CD’s be sent the contest schedule and asked to pick one to either CD or help with.
Motion to end the meeting was made by Dick Colley and seconded by Peter Clarke. Approved.
Respectfully submitted by

Ann Tekatch
Task 2012
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Minutes of the SOGGI Meeting held February 17th, 2013 at the Rockton Library
Ray opened the meeting by welcoming Neville Newman as well as the members. Eighteen people were present .
Neville and his brother used to be very active in modeling in the past and Neville has decided to get back in the
hobby by joining our club.
Mike moved the minutes of the last meeting be accepted. Seconded by Ed Smith
Treasurer’s Report:
$48888.33 total 23 members paid up. Projected and proposed budget $1900.00
He still had not received the contract for Westover So members cannot use it
Les discussed efforts to raffle of the planes Werner had donated to the club and suggested we open it up to
members of other clubs because of the amounts Werner had asked us to ask for the planes. He said if we could not
sell enough tickets he would seek further guidance from Werner K.
Discussion returned to Westover
Bob suggested that we:
(a) get dates put on the contract .For instance from April to April to eliminate the period when we cannot use
the field.
(b) look into a multi-year contract so that we could avoid paying a higher fee in future
The general consensus was the this was good idea.
Andy proposed that the Treasurer’s Report be accepted. Seconded by Ann Tekatch
Bob 0pened discussion about visits to neighbouring clubs to inform them about the LFS meets; in the hope the some
of them would attend and so give us enough participants to qualify as a recognized LFS event. He volunteered to do
the talking but wanted at least one other member to attend and thought we should bring a few planes to show what
we were flying.
Following this discussion Ray brought up the wording of the club safety rules which he felt needed some changes
and it was agreed that he and a few other members would look into it .
Discussion of the extent of the no fly zone around the field next came up and Michael Sherlaw pointed out the it
might not be a simple circle like many of us had thought but could vary in shape. This in turn of lead to a discussion
(again) about if and how we contact authorities at the airport.
Les Per reported that the visit to the Brampton airport had been a big success.
Les Peer reported he had scanned 26 glider plans and that it was going to cost more than one dollar per plan to scan
them and asked and got authority to continue.
Bob asked that the file be sent to him ----The idea is to eventually make them available to any member who wishes
to build one of them
Ann volunteered to CD the first contest .It was pointed out that it was important that the contests be sanctioned as
soon as possible by the CD s so that the announcements would get in the MAAC magazine soon enough.
Bob Hammett pointed out the following tasks a CD must do when running a contest
(1) Pick a starting time
(2) Set up things so contestants are all ready to start on time. Allow for the wind. The contestants
(3) Possible penalty if a contestant is late
(4) Launch window----say 2 minutes
(5) Penalty for landing before or after time objective
(6) etc
Ray Munro is working on a list of tasks for new CD's
Ray Munro and Bob Hammett also mentioned the need for something to announce events
Toledo: Bob Hammett announced that he will be going to Toledo as usual and invited anyone interested in going
with them to contact him

Task 2012
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Ed Smith brought up the subject of trophies
We have one for the BUD WALLACE and THE BIG BIRD BASH
It was decided the club would offer 3 small trophies for the other events to be kept for one year and that the names
of the winners would be put on the trophies
CD's would be responsible to get names put on the trophies which would be awarded at the Christmas bash.
Members were all in favour of getting the modifications to the trophies etc and Ed Smith volunteered to see that
things would be done properly
CD's at the end of the contest must send the results and photos to Dick Colley so he can post them in the TASK
Ray Munro moved the meeting be adjourned Seconded by Ann Tekatch and Andy .Passed unanimously

Minutes of the SOGGI Meeting held March 10th, 2013 at the Rockton Library
The meeting opens with 19 people present. Two were guests: Mark Freeman a friend of Ed Smith and Mike Kucera
from GNATS.
Treasurer’s Report:
$4607.93 present balance. Still have to pay a few bills. 23 paid up members. Westover fee now #200.00
Les Peer and Peter Clarke volunteered as a committee to take care of Westover
Ed moved that the report be accepted, Werner Hildershiem seconded it . Passed
The club was informed Werner Klebert had passed away and that the family wanted just a private funeral. Ruth
intended to stay in the house. A memorial gift could be sent to St. Peters or the Heart Foundation. Mike offered to
take care of it.
The last day for submissions to the MAAC Magazine was May 10
Andy Meysner sent a thank you note to the Burlington Club
Dick Fahey can get models to give out at the symposium
Ray Munro to chair a committee about changing the wording of the club rules
Bob Hammett suggested we make up a hand out of the changes and then get them sanctioned by members
The question of air space came up again and Mike Kucera pointed out we do not know how CONTROLLED
AIRSPACE is defined
MAAC rules for sailplanes will be presented at the annual meeting and it was suggested we request a copy to help
us do our update
Question: Is the insurance policy still in effect if an accident happens in a CONTROL ZONE
Dick Fahey said any member can get a copy of the rules by asking
Ray Munro brought up the need for a PA system for contests .Mike Kucera said he had a megaphone
The creation of flight instructors was discussed
Les up dated us on the raffle tickets Price $10.00 each
The placing of club brochures in area hobby shops was discussed and a number of members volunteered to do it
Meeting adjourned
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Visit to the Brampton Flight Centre reported by Les Peer
On Thursday 28 February 2013 members of SOGGI toured the Brampton Flight Centre. The 8 members and 2
spouses were royally treated first to the Great War Flying Museum where we observed the construction of a full size
Fokker D.7 biplane, the rebuilding of a radial engine in a Fokker DR.1 triplane and a completed SE5 biplane.
Especially interesting and educational were the all wood wings of the D.7 still in their building jig and the uncovered
fuselage of the D.7 showing in every detail the welded tubular fuselage with all internal rigging wires being adjusted
while in it’s alignment jig. A tour of the museum’s artifacts followed which included a Gnome rotary engine.

Next it was across to the Flight Centre for an excellent lunch at the Brampton Flying Club restaurant. Lots of
ambiance here as many large-scale models hang from the clubhouse ceiling.
After lunch we crossed over to the manufacturing facility of Fisher Flying Products. Since 1982 Fisher have
manufactured over 3500 plane kits delivered world-wide, a true made in Canada aircraft manufacturer. Members
were fascinated by the geodetic construction of several of the aircraft. Fisher’s facility was very organised, clean and
productive. They went out of their way to show and explain their most interesting business. It was like model making
on a large scale. A copy of their illustrated catalogue has been added to SOGGI’s library.

Thanks were given to our host, Bob Colamatto, who works for Fisher and is an active museum volunteer. Bob
ensured that we had an interesting and informative tour.
This year’s tour was the third annual SOGGI Winter Technical Tour, previous ones being the Hamilton Museum of
Steam and Technology in 2012 and Diamond Aviation of London in 2011. Suggestions are welcomed for 2014’s tour.
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Quickflick II Electric Conversion by Andy Meysner

The Quickflick II is a relatively cheap 1.25 m built up balsa construction DLG which has had a very strong following
on RC Groups for the last 8 years. Mine has served me well to learn the basics of DLG launching and flying, though
not without a few repairs. However, I was fortunate enough about 15 months ago to be given a couple of 2nd hand
composite DLGs. My motivation to fly my QFII since then has hence been somewhat lacking, and it sat on the shelf
during the 2012 flying season.
So I decided to cut off the launch peg and and install a few watts in the nose. Here is how the project progressed.
Space available to fit components:
The QFII does not have as tight a fuselage space as a composite DLG, but is nevertheless quite a small volume.
Space for battery
Nose dia. (diagonal across square section fuselage)
Space for ESC (below wing)

50x22x17 mm
27 mm
30x25x10 mm

Motor selection:
Estimated Additional Weight gm
Battery (net change)
Motor
ESC
Folding prop, hub and spinner
Re-balance tail ballast
Firewall (net inc. removed nose)
Total

0
26
10
25
24
0
85

Note the above estimate was iterative, but I'm not going to include that detail here.
New AUW 218 (DLG pre-modification) + 85 =303 gm.
Motor watts needed at 280W/kg (125 W/lb) = 280x0.303 = 85 Watts
I did a lot of searching for motors, which needed to have a mounting within a 27 mm dia. envelope and capable of
delivering up to 85 Watts or ~10 amps with a 2S LiPo. HobbyKing have such a large selection that I primarily used
their website, and then further searched based on the motor designation for more data than was available on the HK
website. The process would probably have been shorter and provided more selection if I had a copy of MotoCalc, but
I don't.
I ended up choosing an AEOrc C20 1550Kv brushless outrunner. Max rating 125 watts, 11 amps.
http://www.aeorc.com/english/?product-188.html

This is advertised with a 2s LiPo as capable thrust wise of (measured at 8 volts):
260 gms thrust, 4.7 amps with a 7x3.5 prop.
Task 2012
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365 gms thrust, 7.4 amps with an 8x4 prop.
So with an AUW of ~300 gm this looks acceptable.
I found some independent testing which was consistent with the above. I figured the advertised and other test results
may be optimistic, but felt there was enough margin available to still give acceptable performance.
Battery selection
The battery space is limited and pretty well eliminates the possibility of a 3S LiPo. I ended up choosing a Turnigy
nano-tech 300mAh 2S 45C (continuous) LiPo.
Max rating of this motor is 11 amps, with a realistic current draw in this case of around 8 amps. 45C continuous gives
us 0.3x45 = 13.5 amps. So if advertised correctly the battery is easily capable of delivering the necessary power to
the motor.
Powered flight time at 6 amps will be 0.3 mAh/6A = 0.05 hr = 3 mins. = 6 x 30 second launches. In practice probably
good for 4 to 5 launches. The battery is cheap enough ($5.40) to buy a few and just replace them as needed on a
flying day.
ESC selection
This was easy. Realistic max current draw is ~8 amps. One should choose an ESC ~20-25% higher rating than max
operating current, which would be 10 amps. Motor rating is 11 amps max. A 12 amp ESC fits in the space available
and covers all eventualities. So I chose a Hobby King 12A Blue Series.
Prop selection
Recommended props for the thrust needed are in the 7x3.5 to 8x4 range. I already had a 7.5x4.5 folding prop spare
unused from a previous project. To allow for fine tuning, I bought a 7.5x4, an 8x4.5 and a set of 9x5 blades which fit
on the same hub as the 7.5x4.5.

Selected Components
Bench test on selected system
Task 2012
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Before cutting off the QFII nose, I decided to do a bench test on the power system to get a feel for how accurate the
performance data is. I don't have a thrust measurement set up, but measuring power and amps will nevertheless be a
good comparison. Measurements at full throttle were as follows.
Prop
7.5x4.5
8x4.5
9x5

Watts
36
40
43

Amps
5.3
6.1
7

This looked on the low side, but comparison to the test data indicated that this should still give ~250 gm plus of
thrust. The 8x4.5 prop has a 10 gm weight penalty vs the 7.5x4.5 (29 vs 19 gm), so I initially decided on the latter
prop unless test flying later indicates it may not be large enough.
Construction Details
Nose removal
To reduce the additional nose moment, I cut off the nose as far back as possible, while still leaving enough space for
the battery. The cut line was 10 mm rear of the front face of the front bulkhead. A new bulkhead was made with 2
cross grain laminations of 1/16” medium balsa, fitted inside the hole left after cutting off the nose.
Firewall
The firewall consists of cross grain laminations of 1/64” ply (3) and 1/16” balsa (1) to make up the thickness (minus
the flange) of #2-56 blind nuts. The blind nuts are inserted in the firewall to match the holes in the plywood motor
mount (supplied with the motor). 1/32” balsa is glued on the back of the firewall to match the thickness of the blind
nut flanges, so the rear of the firewall has a flush surface.
The motor mount needs to be trimmed outside the mounting holes down to ~37 mm dia or the exact diagonal of the
fuselage cross-section. Because this leaves only a thin ligament of plywood on the outside of the motor mount mount
holes I glued a piece of 1/64” ply to the back of the motor mount.
The firewall was then glued to the new front bulkhead on the fuselage. Note the recess and hole cutout for the motor
wires in the firewall and bulkhead respectively.

Task 2012
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New Nose Bulkhead and Firewall (the firewall centre hole is to hold it down for motor testing)

Motor Mounted
(the black foam streamlines the round nose cone to the square section fuselage)
Nose cone
The nose cone is non-structural and only serves to streamline the gap between the firewall and the prop spinner. It is
made of 1.7 oz/sq yd Kevlar with 3 coats of Polycrylic.
A cone forming jig was made with 2 discs of heavy cardboard, 37 mm and 31 mm dia, which are the diameters of the
front bulkhead and spinner respectively. The 2 discs are glued to a piece of wood to separate them 33 mm apart,
which is the gap between the bulkhead and the spinner. Writing paper is wrapped around the discs to make a truncated
cone, leaving a generous amount of surplus paper at each end. Wax paper is then wrapped around the writing paper so
the Kevlar won't stick after coating with Polycrylic.

Cone Forming Jig
The Kevlar, with surplus at the ends is wrapped tightly on the wax papered cone, with about a 10 mm overlap and
glued into the circular shape with Weldbond. When the glue is dry 2 coats of Polycrylic are applied. When dry remove
the cone from the jig, and give another coat of Polycrylic on both inside and outside surfaces.

Task 2012
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With the motor, prop hub minus blades and spinner installed on the fuselage, the cone is pushed tight on the nose and
the rear of the cone marked ~13 mm behind the front of the firewall. This is the overlap of the cone on the nose. The
rear of the spinner on the front of the cone is also marked, making sure the cone and spinner are concentric. Each end
of the cone is cut off as marked, leaving a 1 mm gap between the front of the cone and the spinner so they will not rub
when the spinner is rotating.
The gaps between the square fuselage and the circular nose cone behind the firewall are filled with foam. The foam is
glued to the fuselage and the cone is glued to the foam after shaping to fit. The rear of the foam is covered in 1/32”
balsa and sanded to give a tapered streamline back to the fuselage. I coloured the cone with a Sharpie pen.

Nose Cone and Installation
ESC installation
The only place I could fit the ESC was behind the front wing mounting. The bulkheads between the wing mounts and
behind the servos needed to be recessed to fit all the wiring. This position of ESC does add a bit of weight in extra
wiring, but at least keeps the ESC below the CG and not in the nose where it would increase the nose moment. The
rear underside of the front wing mount also needed recessing.

Task 2012
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ESC Between Wing Mounts

Tail ballast to re-balance
For ballast I typically use the lead tape for balancing golf clubs. It is very flexible to make virtually any shape you
want.
I needed 20 gm of lead at the tail to re-balance. 18 gm of this is fitted inside the tail boom with 2 gm for fine tuning
on top of the rudder mount. The ballast in the boom is 8 lead tape slugs wrapped on a wire. Each end of the wire is
bent to retain the slugs, and the rear bend is larger then the boom dia so the ballast can't slide forward. After insertion
in the boom, a blob of Goop at the end of the boom keeps the ballast in place.
AUW is 298 gm, so I came just inside the estimated target.

Tail Ballast Lead Slugs and Installation in Tail Boom
Later on I swapped some ballast for a larger area elevator. I have a hunch that the QFII pitch control may benefit from
that. On a QFII DLG that is a weight penalty, but not in this case where we need to add tail ballast.
Approximate Conversion Cost (October 2012)
Motor

$8.64

Battery (I bought 3) $16.20
ESC

$7.67

Prop

$7.15

Plug

$2.79

Bullet connectors

$4.68

Blind nuts #2-56

$0.99

Total

$48.12

The parts all came from HK except the plug/connectors from my LHS and the prop from eBay.
Task 2012
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About 40 cm of lead tape came from my stock, I can't remember the cost/cm.
Other materials all came from scrap.

The Finished Conversion

Test Flying
I've only managed 2 trimming/test flying sessions so far. The 7.5x4.5 prop was OK for coasting around but did not

provide enough thrust for a fast climb, not that I'm expecting this to be ALES performance. The 9x5 is much better
and from just one test climb measurement gives about 600 ft/min. Not enough for competition but OK for some fun at
the local park with a small glider. At least I'll increase the probability of finding thermals, as the best DLG launch I
could manage with the QFII was about 85 ft.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For those of you who watch what you eat, here's the final word on nutrition and
health. It's a relief to know the truth after all those conflicting nutritional studies.

1. The Japanese eat very little fat and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
2. The Mexicans eat a lot of fat and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
3. The Chinese drink very little red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
4. The Italians drink a lot of red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
5. The Germans drink a lot of beer and eat lots of sausages and fats and suffer fewer
heart attacks than Brits.

CONCLUSION: Eat and drink what you like.
Speaking English is apparently what kills you.
Task 2012
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For Sale
GWS WW-II War Bird
Supermarine Spitfire EPS350CG
Includes Compact Power System, Prop, Spinner and Decals
Wingspan 34.5 in, Length 28.4 in, Flying weight 13.8 oz
For Advanced Pilots only, this would make a good introduction to Scale Slope
soaring
http://www.gwsus.com/english/product/airfly/spitfire.htm
For more information contact:
Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com
GWS WW-II War Bird
Messerschmitt Me-109 EPS350CG
Includes Compact Power System, Prop, Spinner and Decals
Wingspan 35.4 in, Length 29.8 in, Flying weight 10.9 – 14.5 oz
For Advanced Pilots only, this would make a good introduction to Scale Slope
soaring
http://www.gwsus.com/english/product/airfly/Me-109.htm
For more information contact:
Dick Colley 905-296-4027 colleydogge@execulink.com
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2012 SOGGI Executive
President:

Ray Munro

Vice President:

Les Peer

Treasurer:

Peter Clarke
1 Victor Blvd.,
ST. GEORGE, Ont.

Secretary:

Jack Linghorne

Editor:

Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.

Deadline for May Issue of Task:

(519)-448-3232
N0E 1N0

(905)-296-4027
L0R 2H5

April 22nd 2013

2013 Calendar of Events
2013
• April 14th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 2:00pm
LSF Coordinator for Canada:
Effective November 2012 the new LSF Country Coordinator for Canada is one of our own members
Ann Tekatch, Congratulations to Ann on receiving this prestigious appointment.
Ann's duties on behalf of the LSF are to:
- Enroll new Canadian members
- Receive completed Soaring Achievement Vouchers sent to her by Canadian LSF members
- Provide a blank voucher to LSF members for their next LSF Level
- Notify the LSF Secretary in the U.S. of new aspirants, members and Level upgrades for existing
members
Completed vouchers can be sent electronically to tekatch@sympatico.ca.
The original voucher must be kept on file by the LSF member.
Alternatively, completed vouchers may be mailed to:
Ann Tekatch, 19 Pheasant Place, Hamilton ON L9A 4Y4.
If vouchers are mailed, a stamped, self-addressed #10 envelope should be included for the return blank
voucher. A photocopy of the mailed voucher is to be kept by the LSF member. The LSF has no
membership fees and relies on donations to cover its costs. It is hoped to keep costs down by introducing
an electronic exchange of vouchers wherever possible.
Task 2012
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